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 Versatility
As the world’s largest and broadest manufacturer of CD/DVD/Blu-ray™ publishing, 
duplication and printing systems, Rimage understands the daily demands of 
continuous, high-capacity, digital publishing. Rimage printing technology lets 
you choose from the industry’s fastest and most economical print quality to the 
industry’s most durable, high-resolution printed surface. Proven under the most 
demanding publishing applications, Rimage printing technology is engineered for 
the rigors of high-speed on-demand digital publishing.

Rimage systems bring together software, hardware, robotics and printing technology 
to create disc printing systems or all-in-one publishing solutions that can quickly 
plug into any workflow environment and integrate with existing applications. 



Everest™

State-of-the-art Rimage Everest thermal retransfer 
printer technology allows the printer to begin the print 
process while your disc is still in the recorder, significantly 
increasing throughput. The printer sets a new standard 
for quality, delivering the most durable discs and highest 
print resolution in the industry. Text and artwork are 
permanently fused to the surface of the disc. No other 
print technology matches the print resolution, print 
speed, or durability of an Everest printer.  

 •  The Everest 600 has the highest print resolution in the 
industry—600 dpi—delivering photo quality images, with 
sharpness and detail that are not available in other print 
technologies.

 •  Thermal retransfer print technology produces printed 
images that are scratch-proof, waterproof, fade resistant, 
UV protected, and will last the life of the disc.

 •  The Everest models print from the outer edge to the inner 
hub, taking full advantage of the media surface, allowing 
for striking designs.

 •  All Everest ribbons have fixed yields which result in 
predictable cost per print and predictable print output 
quantities. Rimage systems keep track of the remaining 
print supplies and communicate the results to operators 
throughout the printing process.

 •  Convert to a low-cost, high-speed black/gray scale option 
simply by changing the printing ribbon.

PrismPlus!™

PrismPlus! gives you black or monochrome capability at 
unmatched speeds. Using a single-stage, direct thermal 
printing process, this Rimage printer makes drying 
time unnecessary. The PrismPlus! thermal printer can 
print a disc in five seconds—the fastest throughput and 
performance available. Whether you’re publishing monthly 
financial data or high-volume music and video duplication, 
its full coverage 300 x 600 dpi surface printing will look as 
good on the last disc as it did on the first.

•  PrismPlus! offers the most affordable direct-to-disc printing 
solution available. At less than four cents per disc, the 
PrismPlus! is the world leader in print economy.

•  Ideal for one-time-use payroll, bank statements, or backup 
copies due to low printing cost and high throughput speed.

Printing on pre-silk-screened discs allows you to have 
low cost, variable data, and full color—all on one disc. 
PerfectPrint™ technology ensures that variable data like 
text and logos, serialization and bar codes are always 
correctly aligned and printed in the proper location on the 
disc. Optical sensors detect a silk-screened index mark 
and the transporter automatically rotates the disc to the 
correct orientation before printing.

For more information on the Rimage Printers, please visit rimage.com/printers or contact your local sales representative. 



Desktop

The affordable Rimage 2000i publishing system has an integrated printer 
for producing CDs and DVDs in a wide range of colors, resulting in vivid 
graphics and sharp, easy-to-read text. Its streamlined design, high-capacity 
ink cartridges, and consistent print quality make it the world’s most advanced 
thermal inkjet desktop printer. Boasting the best speed, resolution, and 
color management on a desktop printer, the 2000i uses Hewlett Packard’s 
PhotoREt IV color-layering and ColorSmart III color optimization to create 
realistic photo images, vivid color, and the sharpest text for your CD and DVD 
publishing and duplication.

AutoPrinters

Rimage Auto Everest™ 600 and Auto PrismPlus!™ AutoPrinters automate CD, 
DVD and Blu-ray Disc™ printing. Built on the Rimage Producer Series robotic 
platform, these printers are ideal for use with duplication towers or for  
pre-printing discs. With a 300-disc input capacity and the autoloader feature, 
you simply load your discs and walk away. Rimage AutoPrinters are an 
affordable and flexible choice for disc printing.

 • Small desktop footprint.

 • No set up or clean up time and cost.

 • Efficient production of jobs from 1 to 1000 discs.

Media Kits

Optimize and guarantee 
the performance of your 
Rimage system with 
Rimage Media Kits. These 
convenient, prepackaged 
kits come with matched 
ribbons and discs—
eliminating waste and 
assuring a consistent cost 
per disc. Rimage software, 
hardware, discs and printing 
supplies are perfectly 
calibrated for consistent, 
reliable performance. 
Media Kits and other 
Rimage consumables are 
conveniently available on 
rimage.com/webshop.
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